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ABSTRACT
Playing music over the Internet, whether for real-time jam-
ming, network performance or distance education, is con-
strained by the speed of light which introduces, over long dis-
tances, time delays unsuitable for musical applications. Cur-
rent musical collaboration systems generally transmit com-
pressed audio streams over low-latency and high-bandwidth
networks to optimize musician synchronization. This paper
proposes an alternative approach based on pattern recogni-
tion and music prediction. Trained for a particular type
of music, here the Indian tabla drum, the system called
TablaNet identifies rhythmic patterns by recognizing indi-
vidual strokes played by a musician and mapping them dy-
namically to known musical constructs. Symbols represent-
ing these musical structures are sent over the network to
a corresponding computer system. The computer at the
receiving end anticipates incoming events by analyzing pre-
vious phrases and synthesizes an estimated audio output.
Although such a system may introduce variants due to pre-
diction approximations, resulting in a slightly different mu-
sical experience at both ends, we find that it demonstrates
a high level of playability with an immediacy not present in
other systems, and functions well as an educational tool.

Keywords
network music performance, real-time online musical collab-
oration, Indian percussions, tabla bols, strokes recognition,
music prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
The main challenge in playing music in real-time over a

computer network is to overcome the time delay introduced
by the network’s latency which is bounded by the speed
of light. For an online musical performance system to work,
musicians have to be perceptually synchronized with one an-
other while data travels between two locations. We solve this
problem by developing a program that (i) recognizes indi-
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vidual drum strokes and identifies standard drumming prim-
itives from the input signal, (ii) transmits symbolic events
over the network instead of an audio stream, and (iii) syn-
thesizes rhythmic phrases with the appropriate pitch and
tempo at the output by using previous events to predict
current patterns.

We present here TablaNet, a real-time musical collabora-
tion system for the tabla that involves machine listening.
We selected the tabla, a percussive instrument widely used
in North India, not only because of our familiarity with it,
but also because of its ”intermediate complexity”: although
tabla compositions are based only on rhythmic patterns
without melodic or harmonic structure, different strokes can
produce a variety of more than 10 pitched and unpitched
sounds called bols which contribute to the tabla’s expres-
sive potential. We expect our results to generalize to other
percussion instruments of a similar nature. This work has
resulted in a playable prototype and a simulation environ-
ment for testing and demonstration.

In this paper we briefly survey previous work relevant to
this project. Then we outline our approach by describing
the system architecture and some of the design choices. In
particular we focus briefly on the tabla strokes recognition
module.

This paper is accompanied by a live demonstration of
the system where a tabla player interacts with the system
which identifies tabla strokes in real-time, transmits rhyth-
mic phrases over a simulated network channel and recreates
patterns at the other end.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Network Music Performance
Online music collaboration has been and continues to be

the source of several commercial endeavors (from the defunct
Rocket Network to Ninjam and Lightspeed Audio Labs, a
new startup still in stealth mode). However, efforts to-
wards distributed music performances (see for example [16])
are constrained by the inherent latency of computer net-
works. While some projects have attempted to stream un-
compressed audio on the Internet (e.g. [9]), most endeavors
minimize the time delay by sending MIDI events or using
audio compression with reasonable algorithmic complexity
(e.g. [19], [5], [12]). As an alternative, some projects tar-
get local area networks and ad-hoc wireless mesh networks
[22] to obviate the issue of latency, and others use improved
and faster networks, such as the experimental Internet2 (e.g.
[1] and Sawchuk2003). In addition, researchers have found
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Figure 1: TablaNet System Diagram

other creative ways to interact musically over the Internet,
for example by converting transmission delays into rever-
beration [3], or by developing novel musical interfaces [24].
Another approach is to increase the time delay (instead of
trying to fight it) to a musically relevant quantity, such as
the ”one-phrase delay” introduced by Goto [11] and imple-
mented by Ninjam. Studies have also been conducted on
the effects of time delay on musician synchronization (see
[4], [7] and [20]), paving the way for roadmaps in the area
of networked musical performance, such as [17] and [23].

2.2 Tabla Analysis & Synthesis
For a description of the tabla, the reader is invited to see,

for instance, [15]. As one of the most popular Indian in-
struments, the tabla has a complex timbral quality which
includes both pitched and unpitched sounds. Several re-
searchers have attempted to analyze tabla sounds as well
as synthesize them. In fact there have been a number of
studies to recognize tabla strokes using statistical pattern
classification (from [10] and [6] to [21] and [8]). However
these methods analyze performances recorded in controlled
environments, whereas our system is built for live perfor-
mance settings where drum strokes are captured using sen-
sors other than microphones to avoid feedback and ambi-
ent noise. Moreover, different types of electronic tabla con-
trollers (see [13] and [15]) have been developed, some of
which use tabla sounds generated by physical models [14].
On the representation side, the Bol Processor [18] imple-
ments a linguistic model to describe complex rhythms.

3. PROPOSED APPROACH

3.1 System Design
The TablaNet system architecture is described in Figure

1. At the near-end, a pair of sensors (one for each drum)
captures the strokes that are played on the tabla. The sig-
nals from both the sensors are mixed and pre-amplified, and
sent to the Analog-to-Digital converter on the near-end com-
puter. After processing the input audio signal, the computer
sends symbols over the network to a far-end computer in-
stalled with the same software. The receiving computer in-
terprets the events transmitted in the symbols and generates
an appropriate audio output. The system is symmetrical
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Figure 2: Transmitter Software Block Diagram

and full duplex so that each musician can simultaneously
play, and listen to the musician at the other end.

3.2 Hardware Interface
To avoid feedback from the speakers into a microphone,

we use piezoelectric vibration sensors pasted directly on the
tabla heads with thin double-sided tape. The output of these
sensors is fed into a pre-amplified mixer so that the result-
ing monophonic signal can be connected to the microphone
input on the target computer. The reason for this is that
many low-cost computers (i.e. the $100 laptop [22]) may
only have a monophonic input. The fact that the sounds
coming from both drums are mixed is not an issue because
strokes that are played on the right drum (dayan) are dis-
tinct from those played on the left drum (bayan), and from
those played on both drums simultaneously (see Table 1).

Each computer has an external or built-in amplified speaker
to play the audio output estimated from the other end.

3.3 Software Architecture
We call the analysis modules, which convert the incom-

ing audio signal to symbols, the Transmitter. On the other
side, the Receiver contains the modules that listen to the
network and convert incoming symbols back to an audio
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output. Both Transmitter and Receiver are present on the
near-end and the far-end computers.

The software block diagram of the Transmitter is pre-
sented in Figure 2. As a first step, individual drum sounds
are isolated by detecting onsets (amplitude and phase dis-
continuities) and stored into a frame. Then, audio features
are extracted from each frame. These features include spec-
tral domain components and cepstral domain coefficients for
bol recognition, pitch tracking for general tabla tuning and
occasional pitch slides (on the bayan), and tempo data com-
puted from the onset timings. The bol classifier runs on
each frame containing a stroke, and outputs its result to a
phrase mapping algorithm that selects the most probable
rhythmic phrase among those learned previously by match-
ing them with the incoming stream of bols. These events
are combined hierarchically into a data structure, and sent
asynchronously over the network as they become available.

When such a data structure reaches the Receiver (Fig-
ure 3) through the network, the various events are demul-
tiplexed. High-level events like phrases and individual bols
influence the phrase generator, which estimates the rhyth-
mic pattern to be output locally. This module keeps track
of previous bols and phrases, as well as tempo changes and
pitch bends, in order to adapt dynamically to the far-end
musician’s playing style. Based on the sequence of bols, the
phrase generator triggers samples in the sound synthesis en-
gine at the appropriate time. Low-level events such as pitch
variations control parameters of the sound synthesis engine.

3.4 Tabla Strokes Recognition
The system recognizes the tabla strokes listed in Table

1 by analyzing the audio signal using pattern recognition

algorithms. Initial features included Power Spectral Den-
sity (Periodogram method), Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Co-
efficients. Preliminary results using a 512-bin FFT-based
PSD with a fixed window length of 250ms reduced to 8 coef-
ficients with Principal Component Analysis gives above 70%
recognition rate with the k-Nearest Neighbors (k=3) algo-
rithm. The confusion matrix provides results close to human
perception (errors appear in strokes that are also difficult to
distinguish for a human listener familiar with the instru-
ment). Later results, with recognition rates above 95%, use
the constant Q transform [2], a logarithmically-scaled DFT,
and time slices within each frame.

3.5 Network Transmission
Tempo and a symbolic representation of rhythmic events

are transmitted to the far-end computer over a non-guaran-
teed connectionless User Datagram Protocol network layer.
The UDP protocol has been proven to perform better than
TCP over IP for this application.

3.6 Music Prediction and Synthesis
Musicians at both ends play to a common metronome.

Initially, each system plays a predefined phrase determined
by the interaction mode (i.e. call-and-reponse, accompani-
ment). Upon receiving data asynchronously, the system dy-
namically alters its output parameters (e.g. stroke sequence,
”groove”, tempo) by matching the new data structure to a
set of known (hard-coded) and learned (based on the in-
teraction history) musical patterns in a particular metric
(or taal). This is done using Dynamic Bayesian Networks.
Tabla sounds are then synthesized using sample playback
with parameters that allow effects such as pitch bends.

4. EVALUATION
The system presented here achieves a player-independent

tabla strokes recognition rate above 95%, which is compa-
rable with perceptual recognition results for an experienced
musician.

The round-trip latency over the Internet can range from
less than a millisecond on a LAN to almost half-a-second be-
tween some countries—not counting the system’s algorith-
mic delay. These values, above the generally accepted 20ms
threshold for musician synchronization, support the need for
this system, especially with asynchronous networks.

For qualitative results, preliminary user studies have been
performed with tabla players of various levels (beginner, less
than 1 year experience; intermediate, from 1 to 3 years ex-
perience; and expert, more than 3 years experience). Ex-
periments involved activities in the areas of:

• Distance learning (between a teacher and a student)

• Rhythmic accompaniment (two musicians playing si-
multaneously)

• Call and response (called Jugalbandi)

Network latency was simulated using median and worst case
figures. After playing on the system for various periods of
time, either with another musician or with the simulator,
tabla players were asked to comment on whether the sys-
tem met their expectations in terms of ”playability” (variety,
quantization artifacts, sound quality). Responses were col-
lected in a survey. Initial results showed that musicians had
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Table 1: Tabla Strokes

Bol Na Tin Ga Ka Dha Dhin Te Re Tat Thun
Dayan (right drum) X X X X X X X X
Bayan (left drum) X X X X

the impression of playing with another musician or with a
”musically intelligent machine”, rather than with a machine
simply playing back recorded sequences.

Other proposed evaluation schemes include a ”Musical
Turing test” where players are asked to play either with an-
other musician or with the computer system without know-
ing which one is at the other end, and then guessing, after
a period of interaction, which one was actually at the other
end.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This networked tabla performance system creates a real-

world musical interaction between two tabla players over
a computer network. We implemented a continuous tabla
strokes recognizer, and developed a real-time tabla phrase
prediction engine. This study suggests that although play-
ing on a system such as TablaNet with a musician located
across the network does not necessarily provide an expe-
rience identical to playing with a musician located in the
same room, it creates new opportunities for learning and
entertainment. Further work includes supporting more than
two players playing together, as well as adding other types
of musical instruments. We also propose to use a physical
model for the sound synthesis engine in order to achieve
higher control over the sound (especially in regard to pitch
slides).

We hope that this work will be carried forward by others
who wish to further and implement the principles presented
here to other instruments and musical styles.
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